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The fifty cent coin was first introduced with decimal currency on 14 February 1966. The original
design featured the Commonwealth Coat of Arms struck on a coin made from 80% silver. However
as the silver price rose above the face value of the coin the Mint suspended striking of the coin in
March 1968.Although it was rumoured that the Mint had lost money striking the fifty cent, all the
metal ...
Fifty Cents | Royal Australian Mint
Australian Commemorative 50 cent Issues. The Voice of Cricket (issue price $10, mintage 95,929)
2017 Sir Jack Brabham coloured 50c (issue price $13.50, mintage capped at 30,000) 2017 Pride and
Passion Mabo 50c circulation 2017 The Battle of Bullecourt, The Western Front Series 1917-2017
50c. (3rd coin, issue price $10,...
The Complete Guide to Australian 50 Cent Coins - The ...
Truly uncirculated 50 cent coins from 1969 (cv $25), 1971 ($25), 1972 ($55), 1973 ($60), 1974
($35), 1985 ($13), 1993 ($22) , and 1997 ($30) are all worth more than any commemorative 50c
coin. In fact some of the mintages are small by comparison, the 1985 and 1993 coins had mintages
of less than 1 million and may be worth putting away for the future if you find them even if they
have been circulated.
Australian 50 Cent Coin Value
Australian 50 cent coin. The 50 cent coin is the largest and heaviest coin in use in Australia. It
weighs 15.55 grams and measures 31.51mm accross. On the front side of the 50c Aussie coin are a
kangaroo and emu on opposite sides of the Australian coat of arms. The backside of the half dollar
coin features the ruler of Australia, Queen Elizabeth II.
Australian 50 cent coin - Exchange yours for cash today
australian 1991 50 cent coin 25th anniversary of decimal currency ‘ ram head ‘ These coins are in
excellent condition, lifted from low circulation and safely stored in private collection. Standard po...
Australian 50 Cent Coins | eBay
This is a circulated 50 cent coin from Australia dated 1971 (KM# 68). The coin is in beautiful
condition with nice luster and AU detail. The coin you see in the photos is the one that you will
receive...
Australia 50 Cent Coin | eBay
Australian fifty-cent coin. It is also the heaviest Australian coin in common circulation. Many
commemorative designs have been issued, the large size allowing for detailed content. With a
diameter of 31.5 mm (1.24 in), the 50-cent coin is one of the largest in volume among those
currently circulating in the world.
Australian fifty-cent coin - Wikipedia
View Australia 50 Cents prices in the free World Price Guide on NGCcoin.com ? the most
comprehensive tool available for World coins.
Australia 50 Cents KM 68 Prices & Values | NGC
An Australian 1977 cupro-nickel 50 cent coin (dodecagonal)(Elizabeth II)(Silver Jubilee), uncirculated
and in absolute mint condition could fetch up to $4 AUD. There were 25.067 million minted.
What is the value of a 1977 Australian 50 cent coin?
Aussies – You could have a $2,500 coin in your change right now. Is there a $2,500 coin in your
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pocket right now? Would you know it if there was? The fact is there are several hidden treasures
available to find in ordinary circulating currency. Through all Australian coin denominations you can
find - if you know what you're looking...
Aussies – You could have a $2,500 coin in your change ...
Charles and Diana Wedding Australian 50 cent coin - Duration: 2:24. Gumardee coins and
banknotes 3,630 views
Australia rare incuse millenium 2000 50 cent coin variety
Australia has issued a new 50 cent coin celebrating some of the country's indigenous languages,
many of which are at risk of extinction. The new design incorporates 14 translations of the word ...
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